VA: Health and Benefits Mobile App

An app to help Veterans quickly and easily manage their VA benefits and services

VA’s app allows Veterans to quickly and easily check the status of their services and complete simple transactions across health and benefits.

Voices from Veterans

“Everything that I would go on there for is readily available, so I like it...VA.gov has changed and it’s straightforward. This is giving me the same feeling.”

“I love that I can manage my benefits... on here. Thank you!!!”

“Easy to use, quick to access, great info right at your fingertips, and looks great. Well done, VA. Thank you!”

“Love the sign in options, the biometrics are a huge time saver”

Key Features

Biometric login: Enable face, fingerprint or iris biometrics as a more convenient method for authentication

Profile: View and edit personal information, including disability rating, and direct deposit information for payments

Claims & Appeals Status: View claim statuses and upload additional evidence if needed by some claims

Facility Locator: Use phone location services to find the nearest VA facilities

Appointments: View or cancel appointments, integrated with native phone features such as their calendar and map apps

Veteran Crisis Line: Access the crisis line with SMS integration

Secure Messaging: Communicate with your VA health providers directly through the app

Download on the
App Store

Get It On
Google Play